Here’s what makes SleepN unique:

- You get a remote wireless monitoring system that allows our dedicated sleep technologies to keep an eye on your progress every night while you sleep – assuring that any problems are noticed and dealt with immediately.
- We offer you the latest in CPAP equipment – it’s lighter, whisper quiet and fits better than anything available even a couple of years ago. (The more comfortable the equipment, the more likely you are to use it.)
- SleepN also automatically alerts our sleep technologies when you need new filters, tubing or masks. These are typically covered by your insurance, so you’ll only pay the postage. This saves you time and ensures that you always have working equipment.
- We hold special meetings every three months with guest speakers on sleep related topics to keep you informed on the latest developments in sleep science and sleep apnea treatments.
- The meetings also give you a chance to meet and talk with other CPAP users and share ways to make using the equipment even more comfortable and beneficial.
- Best of all, this added attention is included in your care at no extra cost. We believe that your health is too important for you not to use your CPAP equipment – so we want to ensure that it works for you in every way.

Call us at 855-49-SLEEP for complete details.
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